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Abstract 
We present a conjecture on continued fractions of a finite length that we prove to be equiva- 
lent to the conjecture of Schiitzenberger stating that any finite and complete code, in a two-letter 
alphabet, is commutatively equivalent to a prefix code. @-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Let 9 be the set of all fractions p/q with p, q > 0 and gcd(p, q) = 1. Let $3 be 
the set of all matrices 
M= 
where a, b, c and d are non-negative integers and such that det(A4) = ad - bc = 1. As 
is well known 9 is a monoid freely generated by the two matrices 
In the following we shall denote by z the identity matrix in 8. 
Definition 1. Let p/q,r/s E 9. We say that p/q is derivable from r/s if there exists a 
matrix M E 9, M # 1 such that 
One can prove that such a matrix M if exists is unique. This is an easy consequence 
of the fact that 9 is free and of the following proposition [lo]: 
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Proposition 1.1. Let p and q be positive integers which are coprimes. Then there 
exists a unique matrix W E 9 such that 
Definition 2. A set 9 of elements of 9 is independent if for any pair p/q,r/s E 9, 
p/q # r/s, the fraction p/q is not derivable from the fraction r/s. 
A subset 9’ of $9 is an extension of 9 in 29 if 9 c F;’ C $9. 
Definition 3. Let 9 be an independent set. 9 is called complete if any extension of 
F is not an independent set. 
Let ao,al , . . . ,a, be a finite sequence of integers such that ai > 0, 1 <i < n and 










n-1 +-* a, + 1 
The use of the above notation for continued fractions is useful in order to express the 
results by more symmetric formulas. 
Let FC denote the set of all continued fractions (a~, al,. . . , a,) with n >, 0 and even 
integer and ~,a, 20 and ai > 0 for i E [l,n - 11. From the theory of continued 
fractions one has that C9 is faithfully represented in FC. 
Let us now introduce the map I] 11 : 9 + N defined as If p/q E 3 has the develop- 
ment in continued fractions (a~, .. . . a,), then 
II PI4 II= L$“i. 
To each set 9 of irreducible fractions one can associate the quantity 
We shall prove in the last section the following: 
Proposition 1.2. A set 9 of independent fractions is complete if and only if 
z(F) = 1. 
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Let p/q,r/s be two irreducible fractions of 59 and consider their developments in 
continued fractions 
p/q = (@l>...,Gl), r/s = @J,...,b,) 
with m,n the even integers and ao,bs,a,,b, 20 and ai,bj > 0 for i E [l,n - l] and 
j E [ 1, m - 11. We say that p/q and r/s are equivalent and write p/q E r/s if and only 
if 
C aj I= C hj 
i=W?ll ,=even 
and 
C ai = ,gdd bj. 
j=odd 
If p/q = r/s, then trivially 11 p/q II=11 r/s 11. Let 9 and X two sets of irreducible 
fractions. We say that F is equivalent to Y? and we write P E X if there exists a 
bijection 6 : @ + 2 such that for each p/q E 9 one has p/q E 6(pJq). Let us now 
consider the following: 
Problem. Let X be a finite set of positive and irreducible fractions such that 
c 2-lIPi = 1. 
PlqE.* 
Under which conditions does there exist an independent and complete set 9 of irre- 
ducible fractions which is equivalent to A?? 
Let us observe that, in general, a finite set Y? of positive and irreducible fractions 
satisfying the condition ~(2”) = 1 does not admit an equivalent and complete set .P- 
of irreducible fractions. This is simply shown by the following example: Consider the 
set X = { :, f, +}. Since 
; = (0, LO), + = (0,2,0), + = (2). 
one has II i II= 1, II i II=11 f II= 2, so that ~(3’) = 1. The set 2 is not independent 
since f is derivable from i by means of the matrix A. Finally, as one easily verifies, 
the only set of irreducible fractions equivalent to Z is .% itself. 
2. The monoid of continued fractions 
Let us now introduce in FC the product operation @ defined as follows (cf. [?I]): 
Let (afj,al,..., a,), (bo,bl,. ..,b,) E FC then 
(ao, .., a,) @ (bo, .., b,) = 
{ 
(~0, .., a,-~, a, + bo, h, .., b,)if nm = 0 or a, + bo > 0, 
(ao, .., ~-2, a,_1 + bl , b2, .., bm) otherwise. 
One can easily verify that the operation $ is associative and that the continued fraction 
(0) is the identity element. In the following we shall see that in fact FC is freely 
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generated by the two fractions (0, 1,O) and (1). The operation $ is similar, but different 
from the usual operator of addition of finite continued fractions (cf. [S]). 
Let us denote by o the bijection 0: 9 -+ FC (to the fraction f corresponds the 
identity of FC). Thus, the monoid operation @ in FC can be naturally transmitted to 
9 as follows: For x, y E 9 one defines 
X $ y = a-‘@(x) @ a(y)). 
If X,X C 99 are two sets of irreducible fractions we define 
XcBX={p/q$r/s 1 p/qET?, r/SEX}. 
We denote by X& the submonoid of (99,~~) generated by 2”. 
One can also introduce in B the following operation for x, y E 9: 
xc3y=ycBx. 
Trivially, one has that 59 is a monoid with respect to @. If ~9, X C 9 are two sets of 
irreducible fractions we define 
263 X = {p/q@r/s I p/q E 2, r/s E X}. 
Hence, 2 I% X = X EI 2. This implies that for all n > 1, X& = X”,, so that 
2; = X”;sn. We shall denote this set simply by X’*. One has Z’* = UiBo 2”‘. If 2 
is a finite set of irreducible fractions we set L(X) = max{ I] p/q /I 1 p/q E 2). 
Example 1. Let X = g = (0, l,l). One easily verifies that 
(;>* = {h/Fzn+, 1nao}, 
where {F,},>o is the Fibonacci numerical sequence. 
Definition 4. A finite set X of irreducible fractions is full if for any p/q = (a~, .., a,) E 
?J there exist integers h, k such that 0 <h, k <L(S) and 
(k + 00, a1 ,..., a,_l,a, +k) E X*. 
Example 2. The set S = { i, z, f } 1s not full. Indeed, 4 = (O,l,O), z = (O,l,l,l,O) 
and ; = (2). The fraction 5 = (0,1,3,1,0) is such that for every h,k20, (h, 1,3,l,k) $ 
&‘*. Conversely, one easily verifies that the set 2 = { i, $, +} is full. 
3. On some representations of the free-monoid 
Let d = {a,b} be a two letter alphabet and d* the free monoid on ~2. The 
elements of &* are usually called words. We denote by E the empty word of &‘*. For 
any word w, we denote by [WI the length of w, i.e the number of letters occurring in 
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w. The length of the empty word is taken equal to 0. If w is the word w = at . . .a,, 
then the mirror image of w is the word G = a, . . al. 
As is well known the map 2 : d --f 9 defined as 
1 0 
a(a)=A= 1 , , ( ) r(b) =B = :, ; , ( 1 
can be extended to an isomorphism of d* onto 9 (the empty word E is represented 
by the identity matrix z). We can then identify, when no confusion arises, each word 
w E JZZ’* with the corresponding matrix W = u(w). We say also that w is the generating 
word of the matrix W = u(w). The length 1 WI of W, as element of the free monoid 
9 is equal to Iwl. We can write uniquely any word w E d* in the following form: 
for a suitable even integer n > 0, ao,an 30 and a; > 0 for i E [ 1, n - 11. The corre- 
sponding matrix W will be uniquely factorized as 
W = B”OAa’ . Aan-lB”n. 
One has (w/ = ( W( = Cy=, ai. The word w, as well as W are uniquely determined by 
the sequence (ao,. .,a,,). We call this sequence also the integral representation of w 
or of W. 
If w= E I&B}*, then one has [lo], F@ = 
Let us now consider the complete binary tree. Each path from the root to a particular 
node can be represented by a word w E {a, b}" More precisely, the sequence of letters 
of w = baoaa~....aa~-~b”~ , read from left to right, gives the sequence of right and left 
moves in order to reach the node starting from the root. Since for every node there 
exists a unique path going from the root to the node, one has that the nodes are 
faithfully represented by the words w E {a, b}*; in the following we shall identify the 
nodes of the tree with the binary words of {a, b}‘. 
To each node w of the binary tree we can associate the matrix W and an irreducible 
fraction as follows. To each vector 
UT p ( 1 4 ,p,q > 0 
we associate the number 
“f(u) = P/4. 
If 
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then we define 
f(W) = (a+b)/(c+d) =j- w ) ( 0) . 
Thus, to each node w of the binary tree one can associate the fraction SB(w) defined 
as 
23(w) = f(W) = p/q with 
(;)=w($ 
Since aet( W) = 1 one has that gcd(p, q) = 1, so that p/q is an irreducible fraction. 
The complete binary tree labeled by the values of SB(w) is also called the Stern- 
Brocot tree (cf. [6]). In fact, one can prove that this labeling can be obtained according 
with the following rule. The root has the label l/l. The label p/q in a node is given 
by (p’ + p”)/(q’ + q”), where p’/q’ is the nearest ancestor above and to the left and 
p”/q” is the nearest ancestor above and to the right (in order to construct he tree one 
also needs to add to the binary tree two more nodes labeled by l/O and O/l ). From 
Proposition 1.1 it follows that all the irreducible fractions p/q, p, q > 0 are faithmlly 
represented in the Stem-Brocot tree. 
Let us now label each node of the tree with an irreducible fraction p/q, p and q 
positive integers, in the following further way. The root has the label l/l. If a node 
has the label p/q, then the “left son” has the label p/( p + q) = f(A( f )) and the “right 
son” has the label 
. 
We call this labeled binary tree the Raney tree. The label of each node w is called 
the Raney number of w and denoted by Ra(w). From the definition one has 
Ra(w) = f( @) = p/q, with 
(;)=+ 
From Proposition 1 .l it follows that all irreducible fractions p/q, p,q > 0 can be 
faithfully represented by the Raney tree. Hence, each node w of a binary tree can be 
labeled by two irreducible fractions the Stem-Brocot number 33(w) and the Raney 
number Ra(w). One has by the definitions that for any w E &* 
Ra(w) = SB(G). (1) 
For any X C d* we set 
Ra(X) = {Ra(x) 1 x E X}, SB(X) = {S&x) ( x E X}. 
From the general theory (cf. [ 10,6]) one has 
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Proposition 3.1. Zf W = B”OAa’ . . . Aan-‘Ban, then f(W) has the development in con- 
tinued fractions given by 
f(w) = [ao,al,...,a, + 11 = (ao,al,...,a,). 
From Eq. (1) it follows: 
Proposition 3.2. Zf the word w has the integral representation (ao,al, . . ..a.,) then the 
Stern-Brocot number SB(w) and the Raney number Ra(w) have the developments in 
continued fractions given by 
SB(w) = (ao,. . . ,a,), Ra(w) = (a,, . . . ,ao). 
Proposition 3.3. The map SB : d* + 9 (Ra : d* -+ Y) is an isomorphism (anti- 
isomorphism) with respect to the operation @. Moreover, for any u,v E zxZ* one 
has 
II SB(uv) II = II Wu) II + II WV) II 
IIWuv)ll = llRa(u)ll + llR4u)Il. 
Proof. Since SB is a bijective map it is sufficient to prove that it is a morphism. Let 
u, v E _QJZ* have the integral representations: 
u = (ao,...,aA v= (bo,...,b,). 
The concatenation uv has the integral representation 
uv = (ao,. . . , a,-l,a, +hh,...,b,), 
if mn = 0 or a,, + bo > 0 and 
242, = (ao, . . . , an-2,an--1 +h,b2,...,bd, 
otherwise. Hence, 
SB(uv) = (ao,. . . ,a,) $ (bo,. . . , b,) = SB(u) @ SB(v). 
Let us now compute Ra(uv). One has by Eq. (1) 
Ra(uv) = SB(v”u”) = SB(C) $ SB(z2) = Ra(v) @ Ra(u). 
This shows that Ra is an anti-morphism with respect to the operation 8% The last part 
of the proposition is a trivial consequence of the fact that for any u E ,ra2*, IISB(u)ll= 
I4 =IIWu) Il. 0 
It is trivial to verify that, conversely, Ra (SB) is in fact an isomorphism (anti- 
isomorphism) of d* in 9 with respect to the operation @. From Proposition 3.3 one 
has that the maps 
[=SB-‘ON and u=Ra-‘oa 
are isomorphisms of (9, CB) and (9, @) in 9, respectively. 
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4. A conjecture of Schiitzenberger 
Let G! be any finite alphabet and &* the free monoid generated by d. For any 
u E J&‘* and a E d, Iu/, will denote the number of occurrences of the letter a in U. 
Definition 5. The words U, u E d* are commutatively equivalent if for any letter a E 
d one has 1~1, = (VI,. If u is commutatively equivalent to v, then we write u N v. Two 
sets X, Y C d’ are commutatively equivalent if there exists a bijection 6 : X + Y 
such that for any x E X one has 
x N 6(x). 
A code X over the alphabet d is the base of a free submonoid of &‘* (cf. [2]). 
X is maximal if it does not exist a code Y over d such that X c Y. This algebraic 
condition is also equivalent when X is a finite set to the statement hat X is complete, 
i.e. for any w E d*, one has that 
d’wd’ r-lx* # 0. 
As is well known any code X can always be completed in a possibly infinite code. 
The following conjecture on codes was formulated by M.P. Schikzenberger in 1956 
(cf. [9,21). 
Conjecture 1. Any finite and maximal code is commutatively equivalent to a prefix 
code. 
Initially the conjecture was formulated for any code. In fact it has been proved, 
for instance, that circular codes are commutatively equivalent to prefix codes [9,2]. 
Any circular code X # JZZ, is not maximal. However, P. Shor has shown (cf. [2]) 
the existence of a non-maximal finite code which is not commutatively equivalent to a 
prefix code. As a consequence both the conditions finite and maximal in Conjecture 1 
are necessary. Moreover, if the conjecture of Schiitzenberger is true, then Shor’s code 
cannot have a finite completion. A recent overview on the conjecture of Schiitzenberger 
and their related problems is given in [4]. 
Proposition 4.1. The conjecture of Schtitzenberger is equivalent in a two-letter al- 
phabet to the following statement: Any jinite and fill set YP of irreducible fractions 
such that 
c 2-llP/411 = 1 
PhEX 
is equivalent o an independent and complete set of fractions. 
Remark. From the counterexample of Shor one derives that the set of fractions: 
*={22ZE1624k&1468134} 
1’2’8’14’15’7’15’23’31’17’35’53’71’23’35’47 
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(which are the Raney numbers of the words of Shor’s code) is not equivalent to an 
independent set of fractions. However, as one easily verifies, the set 2 is not full. 
5. Proofs 
Lemma 5.1. Let plq,r/s E 9 and be wP14 and wr/s their representative words in the 
Raney (Stern-Brocot) tree. Then p/q is derivable from r/s if and only [f w+ is a 
proper prejx (su$x) of wPiq. 
Proof. Suppose first that w,.:, is a prefix of wpiq, i.e. 
In terms of matrices we can rewrite the above relation as 
wp’lq = w,, v, v 6 de, v # 1 
One has then 
i.e. p/q is derivable from r/s. Conversely, suppose that p/q is derivable from r/s. There 




From the unicity of the transformation matrix (cf. Proposition 1.1) it follows tip:, = 
V PPv,,Y, i.e. 
so that wpi4 = w+d. The remaining part of the proof is simply obtained by the fact that 
the representative word of p/q in the Raney tree is wplq if and only if the representative 
word of p/q in the Stem-Brocot tree is I.$,;,. 0 
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Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let p/q E 9 and denote by wPiq the word which faithfully 
represents p/q in the Raney tree. If W,J, = ct(wplq) one has 
(;) =Gq( :)
and p/q = Ra(wpiq). Moreover, if wPlq = baoaal . . .a’--‘ban, then Ra(wpiq) = 
(a,, . . . , 4, and 
Let us now consider the set 
x = {wp/4 E d’ I p/q E F}. 
By Lemma 5.1 it follows that X is a prefix code. Moreover, in view of the fact that 
9 is complete it follows that X is a maximal prefix code. Indeed, one cannot add to 
X any other word of &* without destroying the property of being a prefix code, By 
the Kraft-McMillan inequality [2] it follows: 
c 2+ = 7c(F) = 1. 
XEX 
Conversely, if the above equality is verified then X is a maximal prefix code, so that 
by Lemma 5.1 one derives that 9 is complete. Cl 
Example 3. Let F be the set F = { 4, $, f }. These fractions have the developments 
in continued fractions 
;=(o,l,o), $=(O,l,l), 3=(2). 
They represent in the Raney tree, respectively, the words a, ba and bb of ~2’. Indeed, 
one easily verifies that Ra(a) = i, Ra(ba) = f and Ra(bb) = 1. Since the set X = 
{a, ba, bb} is a prefix code then .F is a set of independent fractions. Moreover, since 
I] i ]I= 1, 11 $ II= 2 and II ! ]I= 2 it follows from the preceding proposition that 9 is 
complete. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Suppose that Schtitzenberger’s conjecture is true and con- 
sider a full set 2 of irreducible fractions such that CplqEX 2-IlP/q11 = 1. Let wPiq be 
the binary word representing p/q in the Raney tree. We denote by X the set 
X = {wp/4 I Mwp/q) E W, 
so that Ra(X) = &. Since for any p/q E 2 one has ]w~,~I =]I p/q II it follows that 
c 2-k = 1. 
XEX 
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The fact that 2 is full implies that for any w E {a,b}* there exist 
integers h, k, h, k <L(X) such that 
bhwbk E X”, 
non-negative 
i.e. X is a finite and complete set. By a theorem of Bee et al. [3] it follows that X is 
a code. By hypothesis there exists a prefix code Y which is commutatively equivalent 
to X, so that there exists a bijection 6 : X --t Y such that 
x N 6(x) for all x E X 
We consider the set of fractions: 
9 = {Ra(G(x)) 1 x E X} = {&z(y) ) y E Y}. 
Since Y is prefix then 9 is independent. Moreover, by the fact that for any x E X, 
1x1 = 16(x)1 =]I Ra(G(x)) I] one has 
c 2-llP/411 = c 2-k = 1, 
plqE.9 XEX 
hence, 9 is independent and complete. Now we have to show that 9 and 2 are 
equivalent. We have done the following correspondence for every p/q E Z’: 
PI4 + Wplq + &wp/q) --+ W&wp/q)). 
We know by hypothesis that 
lwqla = l@w?)la~ b”p/qb = ls(wp/q)lb. 
Let p/q = (ao, .., a,) and Ru(w~/~) = (bo, . . . , bm) . One has then 
lWp/qla = C aj, I&Wp/q)Ia = C bj, 
(2) 
j=odd j=odd 
IWP/qlb = c aj, I&WP/q)Ib = c bj. 
j=even j=even 
From Eq. (2) it follows p/q E Ru(G(w,,,~), so that 2 = 9. 
Let X be a finite and complete code and set 
2 = {k(x) I x E X} and L(X) = max{lx] I x E X}. 
Since X is a finite maximal code one has 
c 2-1~1 = c 2-IIR4~)ll = c 2-ilpiqll = 1. 
XEX XEX PI4 E .@ 
Since X is a finite and complete set one has that for each w E d’ there exist 0 d h, k <L(X) 
such that 
bhwbk E X*. 
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This implies that Ra(b%&) E (&z(X))*. Since Ra(@) = (h), I&z(@) = (k) and 
Ra(X) = 2 one derives, setting Ra(w) = p/q 
By the fact that Ra(d*) = 9 it follows that 2 is full. By hypothesis there exists an 
independent and complete set 9 of irreducible fractions such that A? E F. Let us 
denote by 6 the bijection 6 : 2 + SF. Moreover, we set Y = {y E d* 1 Ra(y) E F}. 
One has that Y is a prefix code such that C,,r 2-lJ’ = 1. The map 6 can be extended 
to a bijection [ : X -+ Y, having that 
[=RadoRa-? 
Let x E X, p/q = R@), @p/q) = I r s and Ra( y) = r/s with y E Y. Let 
p/q = (~o,w...,G), r/s = @o,h,...,bJ. 
Since p/q E r/s one has 
C ai = j& bj, C aj = 
j=odd ,=Well 
This implies 1x1, = lyl, and lxlb 




= lylb, i.e. x and y are commutatively equivalent. 
equivalent which concludes our proof. 0 
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